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Jamaican Canadian inducted into Immaculate’s Hall of Fame
By Neil Armstrong,
Freelance Editor at the Gleaner Media (Canada) Inc.
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Congratulation ICHS
Wolves—At Girl’s
Champs

Heather Bubb-Clarke usually likes being in
the background providing her creative ideas that
are usually implemented in projects but recently
she was in the forefront at an event
celebrating alumnae of her alma
mater, Immaculate Conception High
School, and one of Jamaica’s business
leaders.
A multi-talented and multi-faceted
individual, she was among seven
people who were inducted into the
2019 ICHS Hall of Fame on March 23
at the Jamaica Pegasus Hotel.

first Jamaican female disc jockeys in Toronto.
She noted that she has been giving back for over
forty years serving as vice
president for Arts and Culture
Jamaica Inc. and a founding
member. When it was founded
by Baxter it was called Jamaica
Cultural Committee and BubbClarke was the treasurer.
The organization’s popular fish
fry event was also her creation,
and so too was P.A.C.E.
Canada’s Strawberry Tea annual
fundraiser which at the first
event raised over $40,000, that
was considered a tremendous
achievement then.

“It’s an honour to be inducted. It also
means that people have recognized
what I have done and contributed to
my school,” says Bubb-Clarke who was
recognized for her contribution to the
arts, social services and voluntarism –
the only inductee for three categories.
Only one other person in the history of
the Hall of Fame – this was the fourth
biennial benefit banquet, one of the
largest fundraisers for the school -- has
been recognized in three areas.

Heather Bubb-Clarke

Bubb-Clarke was also the one
who named the Alliance of
Jamaican Alumni Associations
and over the years she has
received many pacesetter
awards.

“I’m just not only recognized by my peers on the
alumni for giving back to the school but also to my
community at large.”

Bubb-Clarke has been on several committees in
various capacities, such as assistant vice president,
advisor, graphic designer and creator of the webShe says her mother, Carmen, and father, Baxter,
site of the ICHS Toronto Chapter.
now deceased, would say, “That’s Heather’s
second nature to give back, she doesn’t think
She was also involved in major fundraising for the about it; she just says yes,” and her mom would
food and nutrition lab and participated in many
tell her that she is not getting paid.
conference calls to brainstorm ideas for various
initiatives.
She would assure her mother that it is all right,
“I’m putting myself out there; people know what
The late Kay Baxter, a former consul general of
I’m capable of,” says Bubb-Clarke whose younger
Jamaica at Toronto, was one of the individuals who sisters, Roma and Judith, also attended ICHS.
drew her out into the Jamaican community.
It was never for remuneration, she says, it has
There was a fundraiser for a little boy who needed always been her second nature to do things to help
a kidney and at the time Bubb-Clarke had just
someone.
created Live Wire Disco thus becoming one of the
Continue on Page 4
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President’s Message
Greetings to The Sisters of
ICHS Community!

of great ideas over my tenure as president.

During the next four years, with the
help of the executive committee
Special thanks also to our past board members members and the wider ICHS
I’m humbled, honored
and those who are returning to serve for
community, the following items are
and in high-spirits to as- another four years. I admire your passion to
things we would like to achieve:
sume the role of presiserve and to give back to our beloved Alma
dent of an amazing asso- mater.
1. A Call to Action:
ciation. I will be serving
as the President of the
The year has gotten off to a great start with
· The focus is to recruit and retain
Toronto ICHS Alumnae
the well-attended, well-executed, ICHS Hall of members. We are embarking on a
Association for the next four years.
Fame event at the Jamaica Pegasus Hotel on
recruitment campaign under the
March 23, 2019. Evidently, the event was well- theme slogan “Growing to strengthen
I’m profoundly grateful to my predecessor, received by virtue of the crowded banquet
our Sisterhood”. We are looking to go
Mrs. Carol Case, for her leadership and
room. My personal ‘VERY WELL DONE!” to the beyond the GTA region and to
outstanding contributions to the associaHoF committee members and volunteers who become visible on provincial and
tion. Carol has worked tirelessly to oversee made it the best gala ever.
national levels. The chapter has taken
the building of a modern state-of-the-art
the first step by establishing a toll
Food & Nutrition lab at the school.
Ms. Heather Bubb-Clarke (our chapter’s offifree 1-800 number for members to
cial photographer) was one of the seven indiget involved remotely.
Via the support of the newly expanded
viduals who were inducted in this year’s Hall of
executive members, we’ll continue to
Fame. On behalf of all of us, I would like to
2. Collaboration:
abide by the ICHS mission-statement thus extend my congratulations to Heather and all
dedicating ourselves to providing an
the other recipients of this prestigious award. · To develop global partnerships with
enriching environment where Christian
all the chapters working together,
values are promoted and exemplified. A
While in Jamaica, we also attended the official sharing ideas and resources for the
warm welcome to the new members, I
opening ceremony of the Food & Nutrition
long-term sustainability of the
look forward to your contributions
lab with great fanfare. The entertainment for
school’s infrastructure. Implementing
Ad Astra is published by the
the evening was provided by the school’s steel this partnership will significantly
Immaculate Conception High School
band. The lab is exceptionally beautiful! I was
reduce the burden on any individual
Alumnae Association-Toronto Chapter.
impressed with the layout of the space, the
chapter.
April, 2019
appliances and equipment (including the
Volume 14, No. 1
plated donor wall décor at the entrance).
· Identifying partnerships outside of
I.C.H.S. Newsletter
Walking through the lab, looking at the workthe association to build strength
Editorial Staff and Webmaster
stations, I understood that a part of our vision
Heather Bubb-Clarke
was realized. This became possible only by the through collaboration.
Cheryl Naylor
Membership
generous donations from our members,
In closing, let us remember that if
families, friends and supporters of ICHS.
I.C.H.S. Executive Committee 2015-2017
each of us brings one person to the
“BRAVO” ...what was seemingly impossible
Novelette Graham-Hart President
association, whether it’s a classmate,
was made possible.
Sandra Hardie
Vice President
a sister, a cousin, an aunt or a
Cathrine Sani
Treasurer
Jo-Anne Haddad
Assistant Treasurer
mother, we not only grow in numbers
Cheryl Naylor
Corr. Secretary
After several years of mentoring and nurturing
but also in our resources.
Francine Leung
Recording Secretary
the young ladies of Immaculate, Sister Angella
Floor Members
is now set to enter a different phase of her life.
Via a bitter-sweet emotional speech, Sister
Heather Bubb-Clarke
Jacqueline Lue
Carol Case
Nicole Lyew
announced, to the wider ICHS community at
Thanks,
Michele –Ann Cardozo
Yvonne Lyew
the gala, her retirement effective December
Jeanette Chin
Tanya Tenn-Hugh
Dianne Collins
Ina Williams
31, 2019. I would kindly ask you to keep Sister Novelette Graham-Hart, CIM
Audrea Golding
Annette Wong
Angella and the school in your prayers as our
Sandra Lee
Sadie Wong
beloved Alma mater goes through this transiPresident of ICHSAA Toronto
tion period.
Email address: ichsaatoronto@gmail.com
http://www.ichsaatoronto.com
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How wonderful it was to connect with so many members of your Chapter at the official opening of
the Food & Nutrition labs and at the Hall of Fame Banquet. I have reflected many times on the journey that took us from conversations about the need to upgrade the labs to creating what we now
have. Vision, tenacity, commitment, generosity, collaboration, tears, faith, triumph, love. Those labs
will always be a living testimony that nothing is impossible! On behalf of our teachers and students,
many thanks to each of you for your contribution.
Permit me to offer a brief report on some of the activities of your little sisters. They are many, and I
will focus on the most outstanding non-academic achievements.
Swimming
ICHS won the Mayberry swim meet earlier this month. Another dominant performance and yet another win. The school placing second had 404 points. Six of our students made the national swim team for the 2019 CARIFTA games.
Orchestra
Robotics
These 80 plus musicians continue to mesmerize
audiences. In March they celebrated the 25th
anniversary of the ICHS Orchestra with two sold
out performances of the Abeng Tour.

Minutes ago I received a photo from the staff advisor of the Robotics Club. Our
team of G8 and G9 students are competing today at the WRO Robotics Challenge. Robotics competitions are relatively new
in Jamaica and our girls intend to make ICHS the team to beat.
Track & Field
So many in Jamaica are still trying to come to terms with
the fact that our small team of 32 girls placed 6th at the
2019 Boys & Girls Championships with 81 points. Excelsior
placed 7th with 80 points and a much larger team. Over 100
girls teams participated in the championships. Our shot put
thrower Danielle Sloley and a 4x100 team competed at the
Penn Relays this week. They come back home tomorrow
with gold medals in each event!

Sigma Walk/Run

Dance Troupe
ICHS won trophies for having the
largest high school team and for
being the largest female team.

Each of you can support our students by
praying for them. This complex world
provides many challenges! The young
ladies are intelligent, talented and gifted
and we are so proud of them.

Sr. Angella

220 students from different clubs participated. This group has matured
over the years and now put on their own show as an annual event. It is
something to watch students audition, hoping to gain membership.
There are about 80 girls in the troupe.
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Jamaican Canadian inducted into Immaculate’s Hall of Fame
Continued

Bubb-Clarke attended Immaculate in
the late 1960s where she developed
her love of the arts. During her final
year at ICHS Commercial, she was
appointed to the student council by
Sister Maureen Clare Hall.

birthday in 2015.
A photographer and painter, she also
gives back to Alpha Academy, the
school her mother attended and
Immaculate through her video work,
photography and deejay skills.

After graduating from Commercial,
she was offered a position at the
“The principle that I show to the
Canadian High Commission in
community is the love for my fellowKingston, Jamaica. She started as a
man and that is one of the
Cecile Salter, Dr. Donnette Daley, Janice Ho Lung, Senator foundations that Immaculate grooms,
secretary in the Canadian
Wehby, Mariame McIntosh Robinson, Heather Bubbimmigration department and within Don
it says always shoot for the stars, our
Clarke, Dr. Judith Bennett-Murray, and Dr. Donia Scott
three months she was promoted to
motto, so basically when I do somehead the filing and processing department.
thing I do it with all my heart and soul and do it to the
best of my ability.”
Ten months later, Bubb-Clarke decided to immigrate to
Toronto, Canada on July 4, 1975; went back to Jamaica
She said the other principles the school taught her were
and eventually returned to Canada joining Scotiabank in
leadership, giving back, and loyalty.
April 1976 as a teller at its main branch.
With the birth of Live Wire Disco in the 1970s, she began
After two years there, she was promoted to customer
playing at many house parties for friends and
service clerk and later assigned as the estate officer.
acquaintances and this expanded to include church dances
and weddings.
Having done seven years of service within the branch environment, she transferred to their corporate offices and
Her photographic works are displayed in the Jamaica 50th
joined Scotia Mortgage Corporation, moving up the ranks
anniversary of Independence limited edition commemorato management level.
tive book, “When Ackee Meets Codfish.” She also sat on
the board of the cultural and art committee for the
Jamaica 50th celebration in Toronto.
During her tenure there, she received three Service Level
Awards and an Award of Excellence for assisting and
providing input on the development and implementation of She is currently working to bring awareness to the path of
the bank’s first Imagining of Mortgage Documents across
reconciliation between Canada’s Indigenous Peoples and
Canada.
non-indigenous people.
The imagining process consisted of scanning, computer
retention of mortgage documents as well as the processing
and printing of the discharge within assigned time. As a
result of this system, payout and discharge of mortgages
were processed and delivered in less than two weeks.

The other Hall of Fame inductees were: Judith BennettMurray (education), Janice Ho Lung (education), Donia
Scott (science & technology), Donnette Staas (science &
technology), Cecilre Salter (voluntarism), and Senator Don
Wehby received the G. Raymond Chang Award.

Her team was able to reduce extremely high volumes to a
record-breaking low within four months.
Bubb-Clarke’s abilities were recognized by upper
management and she was later promoted to lead another
imaging project within the corporation.
During her time at Scotiabank, Bubb-Clarke earned a
reputation for developing systems and procedures that
resulted in fast processing and delivery of various products
for customers.
After39 years and many accolades, she retired on her 60th

Mariame McIntosh Robinson (ICHS Hall of Fame Patron)
and Heather Bubb-Clarke Photo by Tanya Tenn-Hugh
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Laura Bryce
Florida Chapter President

Racqueline Morgan Mair, Carol Case & Audrea Golding

Cecile Salter & Allison Wallace

Our 6th Formers

Mrs Meanie & Yvonne Lyew

Donette Chin-Loy Chang
& Cindy Breakspear

Rose Chin, Heather Bubb-Clarke, Sister Mary Andrew &

Do you Remember the Scott Twins? Donia
and Sharon with Joan Marie Powell

Megan Dean

Mariame McIntosh Robinson
Keisha-Ann
Down, Jamaica Chapter President

Janice Ho

Dr Judith Bennett– Murray

Ceicle Salter &Carole Jean Sinclair

Sophia Garriques –International
Chapter President

Mrs. Fong Kong

Dr Donia Scott

6th Former and Katie Sani escorting
Heather Bubb-Clarke to the stage

Novelette Tanya Hugh, Carol Heather Katie Sani, Madeline Audrea
Graham-Hart,
Case, Bubb-Clarke,
Gray,
Golding

Dr Donnette Daley Staas

Donette Chin-Loy Chang & Senator Don Wehby
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The Official Launch of the Food & Nutrition Labs on March 22,219

"Oh what a feeling of elation and pride” as Janet Sharp launched the official opening of the ICHS Food & Nutrition Labs
at a cocktail reception held on the patio lawn at sunset on the evening of March 22, 2019. In attendance were the
inductees into ICHS Hall of Fame 2019, representatives of all ICHSAA Chapters, special guests, donors, staff and
students. Wine and hors d'oeuvres were served under the beautifully decorated tents to the strains of music provided by
the ICHS Steelband. Members of the project team that worked pro bono, Guila Bernal, Architect, Robert Lee, Quantity
Surveyor, Hugh T. Gordon. MEP Engineer and Peter and Raqueline Mair, Project Managers received appreciation awards
for their investment in the project. Everyone was then invited to tour the labs. The highlight of the evening was
the unveiling of the" Donor Wall" at the entrance to the labs, a beautiful display of your participation in making the
impossible... possible and Rebuilding for the Future of our Alma Mater. Thank you and God bless!
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The Student’s Perspective of The New Food and
Nutrition Lab
It gives me great
pleasure to speak
on behalf of the
Ginelle Brown -Student of Food ICHS student body
and Nutrition in Sixth Form
to show our
appreciation for
the newly
renovated Food and Nutrition laboratory.
Looking back to my grade seven years when I first
entered this institution, the Food and Nutrition Lab
was always a marvel to me. My love and passion for
this subject was manifested here in these very labs.
However, after years and years of use, utensils were
worn, the equipment began to pose a challenge to
operate and somehow the lab just seemed too small
for the hustle and bustle of food enthusiasts who
were always present. The promise of a new FN lab
was the long awaited dream. So much so that when I
was informed that I would not be able to do this
subject in Sixth Form, I was very distraught to the
point of tears at the thought of never ever getting the
opportunity to experience this renovation. Luckily the
situation was reviewed and the new lab did not miss
me. I believe that I have spent more time in the new
Food and Nutrition lab than I do on the Sixth Form
Block. I’m not sure if it’s the spacious environment or
the exquisite layout but something has me hooked.
The fancy new equipment, utensils and facilities have
made practicals and exams a breeze. Not to mention
the new presentation apparatus which have made
class times more fascinating. No matter what it is, I’m
sure all FN students can agree that just by standing in
the lab, we all feel a sense of pride.
We would like to express our deepest gratitude to all
those who worked hard to make this remodeling a
success. We would also like to thank all teachers in
the Home Economics Department for facilitating the
use of the new equipment. And last but definitely not
least, I would like to thank the late Mrs. Aba Polson

for giving me the opportunity to experience this
phenomenon.
I know that this lab will be able to benefit not only
the students of today but also the students of tomorrow. As Bethenny Frankel once said “Your diet is a
bank account. Good food choices are good investments.”
Ginelle Brown
Student of Food and Nutrition in Sixth Form
My Personal Experience
Food and Nutrition has been a passion of
mine for the past two years. I have always
managed to do my best in my classes at
school and in my first external exam. In
August of 2018, when I had my interview
for Sixth Form, I chose to do three subjects
alongside the compulsory Communication
Studies course; French, Spanish and Food
and Nutrition. I was however informed that
the French and Food and Nutrition classes
would have a clash and I was instructed to
choose French (seeing that it matches with
my dream profession of being a Translator)
and select another subject other than FN.
This situation caused me to break down in
tears as I could see no other way to fulfill
my sixth form era without being a student
of Food and Nutrition. However, the late
Mrs. Aba Polson made some arrangements
to the timetable which allowed me to join
the current grade 13’s Food and Nutrition
class. I have since been forever grateful for
this opportunity because I believe that this
subject has taught me a lot of new things.
In fact, the investment of my time, energy
and effort has helped me to attain not only
a grade one with a straight A profile in the
subject in my CSEC examination but also to
attain the first position in the Regional
Merit List Ranking determined by the Caribbean Examination Council. I am grateful
for the opportunities provided for all students to be able to progress in this field.
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Upcoming Events
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Dr Justin Lyn ,with proud parents, Dr. Herman
and Diane Lyn was married to Ms. Jenny Truong ( parents Cuong & Hoa Truong) on March
16th 2019 at the Mississauga Grand Banquet
Hall. The happy couple celebrated with family &
friends and the wedding cake was decorated
with the plum blossom & the lignum vitae (the
national flowers of China and Jamaica).

What's Happening at ICHS

Immaculate Conception won the High School Girls' 4x100 International final in
46.32secs. The team members are Onanda Lowe, Chanel Honeywell, Shantelle Riley

Art Display

Final Girls points standing: #Champs2019

The Book Drive to restock
the Library
Congratulations Danielle for not only your
Gold Medal but being selected Head Girl
for 2019-2020. You make us proud.

The New Nurse’s Station and Sick Bay

At the breaking ground
ceremony for the new classrooms
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Congratulations Donette !
UWI chancellor Robert Bermudez
presents the honourary degree to
Donette Chin-Loy Chang
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The top three
awardees of the
2017/2018 ATI
National High School
Essay Competition LR: Chevonna Haughton
(1st place), Immaculate
Conception High
School; Abigail Smith (3rd place), William Knibb
Memorial High School; Tashique Gibson (2nd place),
Westwood High School.
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What a Year it was!! We Made the Impossible, Possible –Thanks to You

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
(TORONTO CHAPTER)
2018 – YEAR IN REVIEW
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The ICHSAA Toronto Chapter celebrated its 40th Anniversary and the 160th Anniversary of ICHS by Puttn on the
Ritz at its Dinner Dance in May and Celebrating Good Times at its Luncheon in September, both events were a
resounding success.
Sr. Maureen Clare, Toronto Chapter Executive and
members “Celebrate Good Times”
Since its inception in 1978, the ICHSAA (Toronto
Chapter) has supported its beloved Alma Mater by
raising funds through various events. Recent iniatives
include donating computers, printers, lawn mower,
equipment for a physics lab, text books for Grades 12
and 13, providing scholarships and paying school fees
for financially strapped students, funding scholarships
and awards for excellence in music and the sciences.
Our most daunting venture - Project 2014 and beyond was the Rebuilding of the Food and Nutrition Labs that
were in total disrepair.
Everyone thought this was an impossible
task. (Photo March 2017)
Under the slogan “Rebuilding for the
Future” the chapter launched many fundraising campaigns. It was, however, our
membership in the Alliance of Jamaican
Alumni Associations enabling us to give
tax receipts that stimulated an influx of
donations making the IMPOSSIBLE….. POSSIBLE. The Toronto Chapter under the leadership of the President,
Carol Case and Treasurer, Katy Sani, spearheaded, researched and managed the project from Canada. The
Toronto Chapter, thanks to its members, patrons, Food for the Poor Canada and Jamaica and Nella Toronto,
were able to donate all equipment and furnishings (except refrigeration) in addition to partially financing the
project. Our major partners – ICHSAA Florida and Jamaica Chapters were joined by the Washington and
International Chapters to complete the financing of the Project. Two refrigerators were donated by the New York
Chapter. The total project cost was in excess of US$200,000.00, the largest project undertaken by the joint
Chapters of the ICHSAA.
The Rebuilding of the Food and Nutrition Labs would not have been possible without the invaluable, professional
Pro bono work of Architect, Alumna, Guila Bernal, Quantity Surveyor, Robert Lee, Project Managers, Peter and
Alumna, Racqueline Mair and MEP Engineer, Hugh Gordon. A special thanks ICHSAA Jamaica Liaison, Janet
Sharpe, and Contractor Ridsdale Cookes who ensured that the project was completed on time and on budget.
ICHS FOOD AND NUTRITION LABS.
dedicated September 5, 2018
Grades 12/13
As Nelson Mandela in his wisdom
said…”it always seems impossible
until it is done”.
Ad astra per Aspera (through
difficulties to the stars)
Thanks be to GOD.

Gone too Soon
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Prayers and Condolence are extended to
the families of …

Edline LEE Burke née Chung, 12 May
1935 - 1 April 2019.On Monday 1st April
2019 Darling,(D), Lyn, passed at her sons
home in Orlando. She leaves children
Lorraine(David) Chung, Donald
(Jasmine) Burke, Maxine Tomlinson,
Robert Burke, Sharlene Burke, David
Burke. 12 grand children and 7 great
grandchildren. Siblings, cousins, nieces
and nephews. She was predeceased by
her son Richard and husband Frederick
(B).
May she rest in peace.

CONGRATULATIONS
Welcome little One
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DULCIE BLOSSOM CHIN
May 11, 1928 - January 19, 2019
Mother to Dave (Heather), Judy,
Suzanne, Peter (Patricia) , Paul
(Judi), Raymond, Karen (Cliff), and
Julianne. May she rest in peace
Lillian Yvonne Chen See December
19, 1935– February 3,2019. Mother
of our past president Suzanne Reid,
Debbie Chin and Tony. Her passing
was peaceful, though unexpectedly
early. She was 83. May she now rest
Randolph 'Randy' Louis FUNG
Passed away peacefully surrounded by
his family on December 2, 2018.
Devoted husband of Pleasant. Loving
father of Tahra (Pete), Sasha (Shane),
and Scott (Stephanie). Great supporter
of our ICHS dances. We will miss you
on the dance floor Randy. May you rest
in peace.

Congrats

Francine Leung first grand child and
Gloria Ho Shue's first great grand
child. Ellie Francine Parisien, born
on June 22, 2018 (parents Lindsay
and Mathieu Parisien)

Shelley Sykes-Coley who has
been writing for over 20 years
and has recently published a
book entitled ”Chat 'Bout!: An
Tony and Katy Sani (Nash '68) welcomed
Anthology of Jamaican Convertheir 6th grandchild, Emilie Joyce Anne, on
sations” - Be sure to get your
February 17, 2019 daughter of Aaron and
copy
Luarne

Out of touch with class mates? Join Facebook

Remember to pay your Dues ...
Only $30 per year.

Note: Tickets are available via Annette Wong - amewong@rogers.com

